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Abstract—Hardware accelerators for inference with neural
networks can take advantage of the properties of data they
process. Performance gains and reduced memory bandwidth
during inference have been demonstrated by using narrower
data types [1] [2] and by exploiting the ability to skip and
compress values that are zero [3] [4] [5] [6]. Similarly useful
properties have been identified at a lower-level such as varying
precision requirements [7] and bit-level sparsity [8] [9]. To date,
the analysis of these potential sources of superfluous computation
and communication has been constrained to a small number of
older Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) used for image
classification. It is an open question as to whether they exist
more broadly. This paper aims to determine whether these
properties persist in: (1) more recent and thus more accurate
and better performing image classification networks, (2) models
for image applications other than classification such as image
segmentation and low-level computational imaging, (3) Long-
Short-Term-Memory (LSTM) models for non-image applications
such as those for natural language processing, and (4) quantized
image classification models. We demonstrate that such properties
persist and discuss the implications and opportunities for future
accelerator designs.
Index Terms—Deep Learning Acceleration, Ineffectual Work,
Precision, Sparsity
I. INTRODUCTION
Neural networks typically require billions of operations to
perform a forward pass for just one input. Graphics processors
are well suited for this high, yet regular, computation demand,
as it also exhibits high data-parallelism. However, as Dennard-
scaling has ceased [10] and Deep Learning applications
proliferate, interest in specialized hardware accelerators for
neural networks has been rapidly increasing [11] [12].
Early accelerators were able to obtain significant gains
from specialized functional units, exploiting data-flows to
maximize data reuse, and employing hardwired control. Follow
up work targets additional properties of neural networks that
lead to ineffectual computations. Table I shows some of
the popular hardware designs that exploit three significant
properties: (1) numerical precision requirements, (2) activation
and weight sparsity, and (3) bit-level sparsity. Typically these
accelerators and the associated optimizations are demonstrated
for Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) performing image
classification.
TABLE I: Hardware accelerators and sources of inefficiencies
exploited. Act and Wgt are for activations and weights.
Accelerator Properties Target Granularity
Cnvlutin [6] Value Sparsity Act
Cambricon-X [13] Value Sparsity Wgt
SCNN [5] Value Sparsity Wgt+Act
EIE [14] Value Sparsity Wgt+Act
Eyeriss [12] Value Sparsity Act
Minerva [15] Value Sparsity Wgt+Act
Stripes [1] Precision Act Layer
Dynamic Stripes [16] Precision Act Group
Dpred [7] Precision Act Group
TPU V1 [17] Precision Wgt+Act Layer
BitFusion [2] Precision Wgt+Act Layer
Loom [18] Precision Wgt+Act Layer
Bit Pragmatic [8] Bit Sparsity Wgt+Act
Laconic [19] Bit Sparsity Wgt+Act
Bit Tactical [9] Precision, Bit &Value Sparsity Wgt+Act Group
While a broad range of optimizations based on the properties
of weights and activations have led to promising results, Deep
Learning is evolving rapidly with innovations in model architec-
ture, techniques and applications. Accordingly, it is uncertain
whether these gains will persist for more recent models that
are generally more accurate and less overprovisioned than
older models. Taking for example image classification models,
while AlexNet had less than 10 layers and 3 fairly large
fully-connected layers, more recent models have several tens
of layers and fewer, much smaller, fully-connected layers.
Accordingly, a question relevant to hardware accelerator design
is whether the aforementioned three properties still hold and
to what degree for more recent models and different input
datasets. Beyond image classification there are many other
applications and other network types that are equally important
and demanding. For example, while image classification models
that are widely used in the evaluation of hardware accelerators
have been designed to work with the relatively low resolution
ImageNet [20] dataset (image resolution is about 230×230),
other convolutional neural networks such as those performing
computational imaging (e.g., in-painting, de-noising and super-
resolution) operate on much higher resolutions. In addition,
natural language processing tasks tend to use recurrent or
LSTM models. Accordingly, another relevant question for
hardware designers is whether these models exhibit any of
these properties.
The goals of this work are: (1) to study whether sparsity,
variable precision requirements, and bit-sparsity are exhibited
and to what degree for inference of a broader set of neural
network models, and (2) to investigate, where possible, how
they evolved over time. The latter is made possible when
there are models targeting the same application but which
were developed at different points in time. As Table II shows,
we study more recent CNNs for image classification, CNNs
for other applications such as segmentation, object detection,
computational imaging operating on higher resolution images,
and models other than CNNs for natural language processing.
Some models are optimized for computational efficiency, e.g.,
MobileNet, while others for best-of-class accuracy. e.g., ResNet.
We also consider the effects of quantization on a subset of
these models.
In summary, we find that the aforementioned properties
persist, albeit to a different degree across all models studied.
This serves as motivation for further developing hardware
accelerators that exploit them. In addition, we identify several
challenges that such accelerators will face depending on the
model or application domain. For example, certain models
generally require higher precision than the prevailing 16b or
8b fixed-point representations used in many CNN accelerators.
The key observations made are:
• Reduced precision, value sparsity and bit sparsity are exhib-
ited by all models: CNNs, LSTMs and quantized models.
• The precision required varies per layer and dynamically at
finer granularity for all models.
• Newer models tend to require higher precision.
• All convolution and fully-connected layers require less than
16b of precision even when this is detected via profiling
at the layer granularity. The number of bits needed varies
significantly between 2 and 13.
• All but one of the networks can maintain accuracy when
the maximum supported precision is 16b. For one LSTM
network, 23b are required for one of its LSTM layers.
• In all layers studied, there are few values that greatly skew
the precision needed per layer. The precision needed for
most values is much shorter.
• For most networks, reducing the maximum precision to 8b
does not preserve accuracy necessitating further effort, such
as retraining or re-architecting the model to recover the
accuracy loss.
• Reducing precision amplifies all sparsity properties. The
number of non-zero values and bits is reduced by truncating
a suffix of least significant bits, essentially containing noise,
without affecting accuracy.
• LSTM layers exhibit much less activation sparsity with only
marginal weight sparsity compared to other layers. Both
properties are only modestly affected by reducing precision.
• More recent networks offer less potential gains than older
ones, however, the potential remains significant.
• Value sparsity for weights and activations varies considerably
across networks. Generally, the image classification networks
exhibit both. For some computational imaging networks there
is not as much sparsity.
• Bit-level sparsity extends beyond image classification net-
works and is consistently high for all networks and thus
remains a potential target for accelerators.
• There are no general trends that can be observed that link the
various properties to the relative position of the layer within
the network. In some networks, later layers tend to require
less precision and exhibit higher sparsity and bit-sparsity,
but this trend is reversed or non-existent in other models.
• Activation functions impact sparsity. However, the property
may exist even for networks that do not use the ReLU
activation function especially after reducing precision.
• The choice of the weight pruning method, where applicable,
greatly affects all aforementioned properties.
• Compared to per-layer profiled networks, 8b quantization
reduces the potential for activation and dynamic precision.
However, bit-sparsity remains abundant.
• Extreme 2b quantized networks exhibit less potential for
value- and bit- level activation sparsity. While the dynamic
precision is reduced to around 1.5 bits, the gain is relatively
smaller compared to per-layer profiled networks. However,
value- and bit-sparsity remain high.
II. NETWORK PROPERTIES AND BENEFITS
All accelerators exploit the embarrassingly parallel
and predictable computation schedule of neural networks,
e.g., [11] [17] [12]. In order to further increase performance
and energy efficiency, more recent accelerators also exploit
properties which have only been demonstrated for image
classification CNNs [1] [5] [16] [6] [4] [45] (the exception
is forced weight sparsity which is induced via pruning [4]).
These properties allow for benefits beyond those gained through
parallelization, memory access reuse, or scaling. The properties
can be inherent to the general structure, forced during training
or through choice of the network architecture. Additionally,
these can be profiled statically for a potentially simpler design,
or dynamically for greater benefits. A survey of common
properties and their effect follows.
A. Value Data-Type/Precision
A common approach in hardware accelerators is to use
16b fixed-point arithmetic and some recent accelerators also
support shorter data-types such as 8b, or even 4b, fixed point
or 16b floating point. This is contrary to the 32b floating-
point arithmetic used in older graphics processors. 16b fixed-
point arithmetic has been shown to be more than adequate for
inference with CNNs and the conversion of most networks
trained using 32b floating-point arithmetic to 16b fixed point
is generally considered straightforward. Further reduction in
precision has been possible via profiling without, or if desired
with controlled, loss of accuracy. Accordingly, the number of
bits used for activations or weights may vary per network, per
layer, or even per selected group of values. Quantization can
TABLE II: Networks profiled with their application, dataset and number of inputs profiled for precision and all other properties
Network Task Dataset Precisionprofile
Properties
profile Remarks
CaffeNet [21] Classification ImageNet [20] 5000 1000 Baseline
GoogleNet [22] Classification ImageNet [20] 5000 1000 Baseline
ResNet18 [23] Classification ImageNet [20] 5000 1000 Baseline
SK Caffenet [22] Classification ImageNet [20] 5000 1000 Pruned by SkimCaffe
SK GoogleNet [22] Classification ImageNet [20] 5000 1000 Pruned by SkimCaffe
SK Resnet [22] Classification ImageNet [20] 5000 1000 Pruned by SkimCaffe
ES Alexnet [24] Classification ImageNet [20] 5000 1000 Pruned by Eyeriss
ES Googlenet [24] Classification ImageNet [20] 5000 1000 Pruned by Eyeriss
SqueezeNet [25] Classification ImageNet [20] 5000 1000 Newer and Mobile
MobileNet-V1 [26] Classification ImageNet [20] 5000 1000 Newer and Mobile
Q AlexNet [27] Classification ImageNet [20] 256 Quantized
Q MobileNet-V1 [27] Classification ImageNet [20] 256 Quantized
HWGQ AlexNet [28] Classification ImageNet [20] 256 Quantized
HWGQ ResNet18 [28] Classification ImageNet [20] 256 Quantized
HWGQ VGG [28] Classification ImageNet [20] 256 Quantized
SegNet [29] Segmentation CamVid [30] 500 100 Computational Imaging
YOLO V2 [31] Detection Pascal VOC [32] 1000 200 Leaky ReLU
Berkeley FCN8 [33] Segmentation Pascal VOC [32] 100 50 Computational Imaging
VDSR [34] Super Resolution CBSD68 [35]+LIVE1 [36]+Set5 [37]+Set14 [38] 114 10 Computational Imaging
IRCNN 25 [39] Image De-noising CBSD68 [35]+Set5 [37]+Set14 [38] 108 50 Computational Imaging
Seq2Seq [40] Translation WMT14 FR-EN 5000 500 LSTM
LRCN [41] Captioning COCO [42] 5000 1000 LSTM
Bi-dir. LSTM [43] Captioning Flickr8k [44] 5000 1000 LSTM
also reduce precision with 8b generally being demonstrated for
state-of-the-art image classification networks. In some cases
even 4b is sufficient [46]. However, quantization generally
requires retraining and possibly re-architecting the network.
Because of this additional development effort, quantized models
of neural networks are not as broadly available. For the purposes
of this work, our approach is to investigate precision reduction
at finer levels targeting flexible accelerators with as little of
extra work as possible for the network designer. However, since
sparsity and bit-sparsity can in principle be prevalent even on
heavily quantized models, we also present an analysis of some
of the properties for a smaller set of quantized models that was
available to us. Finally, there are other floating-point inspired
formats that may be used. While providing higher dynamic
range, such formats generally incur some overhead compared
to fixed-point formats. We leave the analysis of the targeted
properties for models using floating-point representations for
future work noting that such models are not as widely available
as fixed-point ones and that whether and how to exploit some
of the properties studied here with such representations has
yet to be demonstrated.
Reducing the number of bits used by activations and weights
can yield two main benefits:
1) Traffic and Storage Reduction: Using fewer bits per value,
especially if applied to large groups like layers, provides a
simple and effective compression. Many accelerators store
convolution kernels on-chip for reuse. With smaller size of
weights, more can fit in on-chip memory reducing expensive
off chip accesses. A similar approach can reduce activation
footprint and communication needs.
2) Speedup: Accelerators using bit serial computation have
shown that with enough parallelism it is possible to achieve
speedup inversely proportional to the size of the operands. This
can be applied to activations or weights.
There are two secondary considerations related to reducing
the data-type size:
3) Granularity: The granularity of precision groups has
major effects on the benefits from reduced precision. Finer
groups provide larger performance potential since it is expected
that few activations and weights will be of high magnitude [7],
[16]. However, finer grain precision adaptivity requires more
capable hardware, incurs higher metadata overhead (precision
needs to be specified per group) and produces more imbalance
across groups.
4) Dynamic vs. Static: The weights are known in advance
and the best precision can be chosen statically. Conversely,
the activations are computed on the fly and ideal precision
requirements will vary depending on the inputs. Profiling the
networks and setting the precisions statically is simpler, but
must support the worst case and thus overemphasizes the
few high magnitude activations. Dynamic precision selection
according to the input provides better potential gains at the
cost of additional hardware support.
B. Value Sparsity
Another property exploited by accelerators is sparsity in
weights and activations, which is the fraction of those values
that are exactly zero. Whenever at least one of the operands
is zero, the multiplication result will be zero and the whole
calculation can be skipped. In the simple case multipliers
can be turned off to save energy [12] [15], or with some
extra hardware these multipliers can be used to execute
some other useful operations. Furthermore, if the number of
zeros is large enough, there is a substantial opportunity for
compression [12] [15] [14]. Specialized accelerators have been
designed to exploit sparsity in weights, activations or both
with varying hardware complexities. There are two sources of
sparsity:
1) Weights: Weight sparsity is usually induced artificially
through pruning. It has been shown that pruning can sometimes
reduce the number of non-zeros weights down to 10-20% with
small loss of accuracy [47]. Furthermore, pruning can work as
a form of regularization, reducing over-fitting and improving
the test accuracy [48]. Even though pruning has been most
commonly used with CNNs, the same approach can be used
for other network structures as well. More recent work on
weight pruning has yielded lower levels of sparsity [22] [24].
2) Activations: Activation sparsity is most commonly in-
duced by the choice of the activation function. The most
common activation function used in CNNs has been the
Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) function. ReLU zeros out
all negative activations and leaves positive ones unchanged.
Additionally, small activation values can often be zeroed out
without noticeable loss in accuracy. Unfortunately, ReLU is
common only in CNNs and some recent works suggest that
training speed improves with other activation functions that
attenuate but not do zero-out negative values [49].
C. Bit Sparsity
One of the less explored value properties is bit sparsity. The
core computation used by neural networks is the multiplication
A×W of an activation A and a weight W . This operation can
be decomposed into ∑i j W ×Ai where Ai the ith bit of A. The
computations where Ai is zero are ineffectual. With the right
choice of representations, image classification CNN models
have been shown to have activations where less than 10%
of their bits are “1” [8]. Using bit-serial multiplication units
with the ability to skip zero bits boosts speedup and energy
savings [8]. This approach can also be applied to weights [19].
D. Term Sparsity
Booth encoding can further reduce the number of bits that
ought to be processed per activation or weight. In this case, a
number is represented as a series of signed powers of two, or
terms. Provided enough parallelism exists, accelerators have
been designed to speedup calculation inversely proportional to
the number of terms using term-serial multiplication [8]. Due
to space constraints, we do not report measurements on term
sparsity. However, we show that all networks exhibit high bit
sparsity, and thus high term sparsity; term sparsity is at least
as high as bit sparsity.
III. METHODOLOGY
The Caffe deep learning framework was used for the analysis
of all networks [21]. Table II details the networks, datasets and
input counts evaluated. The networks were obtained as out-of-
the-box pre-trained models as released by the original author(s)
except for the LSTM networks. These networks were trained
using the source code and the hyper-parameters provided by
the original author(s) as pre-trained models are not provided.
All models were originally trained to operate on 32b floating-
point values. However, where possible, we first convert the
models to use a 16b fixed-point representation. The rest of
this section explains how we collected our measurements per
studied property.
Value Data-Type/Precision: Static per-layer reduced preci-
sions were determined first and then reduced-precision values
were used to study all other properties. The precisions were
selected only by profiling without any retraining. We chose to
first study profile-based precisions as this would impact some
of the other properties. For example, a 16b non-zero value may
end up being zero when truncated and represented with fewer
bits. Thus, reducing precision is expected to amplify the other
various forms of value sparsity.
Static Precision Selection: The per-layer precisions are
calculated for each network in 3 steps. In the first step each layer
is profiled individually, for weights and activations separately,
to maintain the TOP-1 accuracy with the smallest number
of bits while all other layers are unrestricted and set to 32b
floating point. From this point on, we consider the network with
all precisions set, for both weights and activations, according
to step 1. When all layers are combined with the precisions
selected in step 1, TOP-1 accuracy suffers considerably. In
step 2, we gradually increase per-layer precisions to recover
accuracy. Specifically, we probe each layer with an extra bit of
precision and select the layer that leads to the highest gain in
accuracy. We repeat this until we recover the target accuracy.
Finally, we probe each layer, remove one bit of precision, and
select the layer that leads to the lowest loss of accuracy. We
repeat this procedure until no more bits can be removed while
maintaining the target accuracy. Although this appraoch does
not necessarily arrive at an optimal precision profile, it is a
reasonable greedy technique that avoids exhaustive search. In
this paper the target accuracy is set to be within 1% (relative) of
the original TOP-1 accuracy on a subset of the original dataset.
This profiling technique allows us to determine precisions per
layer unlike quantization methods that target using a specific
precision for all layers.
Dynamic Precision Adjustment: The precision selected via
profiling is generally pessimistic. The precision has to accom-
modate any possible input and all possible values across a layer.
Generally, the distribution of values within each layer is not
expected to be uniform. Most values tend to be near zero and
only a few exhibit a large magnitude. A profile-based precision
has to accommodate all and hence overemphasizes the few
high magnitude ones [7]. An alternative is to adjust precision
on the fly as values are processed. This dynamic precision is
calculated as the number of bits required to represent each
value. For example, the value +1 requires 2 bits, while the
value −7 needs 4 bits. In the interest of generality, we measure
dynamic precision requirements on an individual value basis.
However, a practical design will have to adapt precision at a
coarser granularity of a group of n values with n > 1 [7], [16].
The decision on which group size is appropriate depends on
the specific design.
Value Sparsity: Value sparsity is calculated as the ratio of zero-
valued weights or activations. Some of the small values in 32b
floating point will become zero when converted into the selected
fixed point format. Sparsity is measured for the 16b baseline and
for the profiled static precision. Since pruning generally boosts
sparsity, we also include pruned models. However, pruning
often requires re-training which represents a considerable time
overhead.
Bit Sparsity: Bit sparsity is calculated as the ratio of the
number of “0” bits to the total number of bits for the 16b
baseline and the profiled static precision.
Property Weighing: Depending on the goal, the aforemen-
tioned per-value properties need to be scaled accordingly to
reflect their potential contribution. When considering memory
footprint, the properties are weighted according to the number
of values in each activation or weight matrix. This also serves
as a proxy for memory traffic. The actual memory traffic
depends on the dataflow and the memory hierarchy used and
hence is best studied given a specific hardware design and
computation schedule. When considering execution time, the
properties are weighted according to the number of runtime
calculations involved in each layer.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We present measurements for the aforementioned properties
in the order described in the previous section. For each property,
we first present aggregate results for the convolution, fully-
connected, and LSTM layers alone and then the aggregate
results for the whole network. Finally, we also show per layer
results. In all cases we present two sets of results weighted
according to memory footprint or computation usage. Once we
cover all aforementioned properties, we measure the potential
for work reduction for these properties.
A. Value Data-Type/Precision
We report the number of bits required for convolution, fully-
connected, LSTM layers and the full network in Figure 1. The
figure reports the precision range for all layers, as well as
weighted averages for estimating performance and memory
footprint. The figure shows dynamic per-value requirements as
well. The ideal performance improvement is estimated as b/n,
where b and n are the baseline and required number of bits
respectively. The ideal memory footprint per value is estimated
to be the calculated average required number of bits.
1) Static Per-Layer Precision: Considering the profile-
derived per layer precisions we observe: (1) All but one
of the layers require less than 16b. (2) The number of bits
when using static precisions vary significantly between 2
and 13 justifying the need for a variable, and potentially
fine grain selection of precision bits. (3) Without retraining,
an 8b representation is not sufficient to maintain accuracy.
(4) Newer networks generally require higher precisions. This
observation is highlighted in Figure 3 showing representatives
of different years and their precision requirements for weights
and activations. As an example, for ResNet18 and MobileNet,
representatives from 2015 and 2017, the number of bits required
increased by roughly 2 and 4 bits for weights and activations,
respectively. (5) On average, reducing precision can reduce
the memory footprint of weights and activations to 6.1 and
6.6 bits per value, respectively. (6) Assuming that execution
time is proportional to the number of bits, the potential for
performance improvement is 2.25× and 2.43×, respectively
for weights and activations. (7) Since there appears to be no
inherent rule whether activations or weights will require less
bits, a more flexible, potentially low overhead, approach which
dynamically chooses whether to serially execute weights or
activations can further increase the performance gain to 2.56×.
Figure 2 shows the number of bits required to represent
weights and activations per layer for a subset of networks. Even
though there is a weak downward trend in number of required
bits in the latter layers, there appears to be no general rule. This
trend is more pronounced in shallower networks like CaffeNet.
LRCN shows the opposite, with requirements increasing in
the latter layers. Some are constant like ES GoogleNet while
others like SK ResNet fluctuate around a constant mean.
Figure 4 considers pruning and compares the precision of
CaffeNet, Alexnet and GoogleNet for pruned (SK and ES) and
baseline models. CaffeNet is nearly identical to Alexnet in
terms of architecture with the only difference being that the
order of two of the layers is switched. Pruning has a noticeable
effect on precision, however there is no general rule whether
pruning increases or reduces the precision needed. Comparing
SK and ES networks illustrates that the pruning algorithm can
greatly affect precision.
Figure 1 shows that some of the fully-connected layers
require noticeably higher precisions compared to the preceding
convolution layers (e.g., SK ResNet). However, in general
there is no clear trend suggesting that the information capacity
needed by each layer varies in network-specific ways that are
hard to discern and generalize. When there are multiple fully-
connected layers, generally, the last one tends to have higher
precision requirements (e.g., LRCN).
One LSTM layer of Seq2Seq requires 23b weights to main-
tain accuracy. Using 16b values reduces Seq2Seq’s accuracy
by more than a third. We only evaluated a common fixed point
format for all weight matrices in a layer. A finer approach
for each matrix, or a floating-point representation might be
more suitable for these layers. Future accelerators that wish to
exploit precision for Seq2Seq type of networks may opt instead
to support extended precisions by implementing composable
data representations where a higher precision calculation is
decomposed into a number of lower precision ones. Whether
and how this can be done is an open question. Bit Fusion
supports 16b values using 8b processing elements [2].
All other LSTM layers need considerably fewer bits, compa-
rable to convolution layers. As a result, using variable precision
will have the greatest impact, especially if the baseline is
changed to 24 or 32 bits in order to support the outlier
layer. It is worth noting that the number of bits required for
Seq2Seq activations and weights vary wildly. On the other
hand, LRCN and Bi-directional LSTM networks appear to
have a near constant number of required bits for weights and
activations — the precision needed across layers varies by at
Fig. 1: Precision: Number of bits required to represent weights and activations.
Fig. 2: Per Layer Precisions of Selected Networks: Layers
are in topological order. ◦: Convolution layers, 2: fully-
connected layers, :: LSTM layers.
Fig. 3: Required Precision over time: Precision requirements
of example networks from different years.
Fig. 4: Required Precision for different pruning algorithms:
Weighted average number of bits for baseline and pruned
versions of GoogleNet and CaffeNet.
most 1b. However, overall, we still observe that the precision
requirements vary.
2) Dynamic Per-Value Precision: Average dynamic preci-
sion requirements for most networks are between 2 and 9
bits. This confirms that selecting per layer precision using
profiling greatly overestimates precision needs and undermines
the potential benefits. For example, if the precision can be set
on-the-fly bit-serial computation over activation or weights has
the potential to improve performance by 4.30× and 3.36×,
respectively. If it is possible to choose on the fly whether
to process the activations or the weights bit-serially then the
performance potential is 5.15×. Storing values with dynamic
precision can also potentially reduce the memory footprint
to 3.84 and 5.14 bits per activation and weight, respectively.
Similarly to static per-layer profiles, a weak trend toward higher
precision for newer networks can be seen. Finally, as with
static precision, pruning and the algorithm used for pruning
also influence dynamic precision requirements.
B. Value Sparsity
As with precision, we present value sparsity measurements
per layer type and for the whole network in Figure 5. We
Fig. 5: Value Sparsity: Weighted average of number of zero values in convolution layers for activations and weights.
Fig. 6: Per Layer Value Sparsity of Selected Networks:
Layers are in topological order, ◦: Convolution layers, 2: fully-
connected layers.
Fig. 7: Sparsity: Increase in sparsity after reducing precision.
report sparsity when values are represented using the original
16b precision (full) and after truncating to the profiled per
layer precision described above. We estimate the ideal memory
footprint as mem = b× (1− s), and performance potential as
per f = 1/(1− s), where b is the baseline precision and s is
ratio of zero values.
1) Full 16 bit precision: Most models exhibit significant
activation sparsity suggesting that this is not only a property
of image classification CNNs. Activation sparsity is very
common across all layers proceeded by a ReLU activation
function since ReLU zeros out all negative values. The outlier
is IRCNN which performs denoising. The activation values for
this network closely follow the original pixel values throughout.
Activation sparsity is negligible for YOLO which uses the leaky
ReLU function which only scales down negative numbers.
The potential performance gain of skipping zero activations,
excluding YOLO, in full precision networks is 1.75× whereas
the average memory footprint can be reduced to 9.81 bits.
Unlike convolution and fully-connected layers LSTMs do
not use ReLU. The most common activation functions in
LSTMs are sigmoid and hyperbolic tangent functions. However,
Figure 5 still shows a noticeable percentage of activations that
are zero even when represented in the full 16b precision.
Weight sparsity doesn’t appear naturally in most networks.
As a result non-pruned networks have negligible potential
performance gain of 1.03×, while pruned ones go up to 3.32×.
Memory footprint of pruned weights can be reduced to 4.56
bits per value. The choice of the pruning algorithm does impact
weight sparsity as well.
Figure 6 shows sparsity per layer for a subset of networks
for the 16 bit precision. The figure shows that there is no trend
on weight sparsity depending on layer position, while some
networks show increased activation sparsity in latter layers.
2) Profiled reduced precision: With the reduced precision,
however, many more activations and weights become zero for
most networks, even for YOLO. Figure 7 shows how sparsity
in networks can by amplified by reducing precision. This effect
is caused by zeroing out smaller values below the threshold
of the lowest precision available. For weights, this approach
works only for non pruned layers, since all small zeros are
already zeroed out in pruned versions. Still, sparsity varies
considerably even within each network. The performance gains
are then increased to 1.26× and 3.71× by reducing precision,
for non pruned and pruned networks, respectively. Finally, the
average memory footprint can be reduced to 0.75× and 0.26×
with reduced precision.
On the activation side performance can be increased by
1.31× and 2.04×, for YOLO and other networks respectively.
C. Bit Sparsity
For this subsection we assume that the values are stored as
sign bit + absolute value, and we only consider the absolute
value. Figure 8 shows bit sparsity for each layer type and
over whole networks. Additionally, Figure 9 shows bit sparsity
per layer of each network. Bit sparsity is inherently linked to
value sparsity and follows the same trends, while providing
significantly more potential uncovering opportunities even when
there is insufficient value sparsity.
Activation and weight bit sparsity are reported in Figure 8 for
full and reduced precision. Even when values are represented
in the full 16b precision, bit sparsity occurs naturally across
all networks. It is especially pronounced in high sparsity
layers, in weights of pruned networks and in activations of
networks with ReLU activation. Bit-sparsity for weight yields
a performance potential for 9.48× and 2.98× for pruned and
dense networks, respectively. Activation bit-sparsity yields a
performance potential of 2.86× and 4.74× for YOLO and the
other networks respectively.
Similarly to value sparsity, reduced precision amplifies bit
sparsity. With reduced precision, the performance potential is
35.76× for pruned networks and 10.16× for dense networks.
With reduced precision there are no outliers anymore and all
networks exhibit bit-sparsity well above 60%. The performance
potential for activations is 17.86×. The image classification
networks exhibit activation bit sparsity that approach or exceed
90% which corroborates past work [8] and suggests that the
phenomenon persists even for newer networks. Bit sparsity
varies for other networks, but overall remains high.
The results for the fully-connected layers, the LSTM layers,
and the whole networks exhibit similar trends. Overall, bit-
sparsity appears to be prevalent across all networks and all
layers including the LSTMs. Reducing precisions first further
boosts bit sparsity, however, in relative terms the improvement
is lower compared to the other properties since bit sparsity
is naturally high to start with. Furthermore, as expected it is
considerably higher than value sparsity and thus has the highest
potential among the properties we studied. As we noted earlier,
Booth encoding the values would have resulted in higher term
sparsity.
D. Effects of Quantization
In this section we consider the interaction of quantization,
precision, and value- and bit-sparsity. While quantization
has been receiving significant attention with advances being
reported regularly, quantized models are usually not as broadly
available. In view of these challenges we opted to consider
two different quantization schemes, one that targets 8b [27]
values which is representative of what is often considered today
sufficient for neural models processing images and another that
targets extreme quantization to 2b and 1b values [28]. All
models studied are CNNs for image classification. Since the
input is usually not quantized, in this section we do not study
the first convolution layer.
1) 8b Quantization: First, we consider networks that were
quantized to 8 bits [27]. Table III shows the average precision
requirements, value, and bit sparsity levels for quantized
AlexNet and MobileNet (‘Q’ rows). The table also reports
the same characteristics for the profiled, per layer reduced
precision 16b versions of these networks (‘P’ rows).
Even with 8b quantization the precisions required per value
are much lower. Compared to the 16b models, the per value
precisions with the 8b models are generally longer. In part
this is an artifact of our methodology: we were not able to
first adjust the precisions per layer through profiling since the
quantized models are not presently compatible with our Caffe-
based infrastructure. Adjusting precisions per layer removes
some of the least significant bits that contain noise. Regardless
the results show that sufficient potential for exploiting precision
requirements exists even in the 8b models.
Sparsity is present also in the quantized models. Activation
sparsity is marginally higher for the quantized models but it is
lower for weights in MobileNet. The latter can be explained
in part as an artifact of the lack of per layer precisions.
Finally, the 8b networks exhibit similar levels of bit sparsity
as the profiled networks even though we were not able to
take advantage of a per layer precision selection step first.
Table III shows that activation bit sparsity is within 2% of
the corresponding profiled models. On the weight side, the 8b
quantized AlexNet exhibits 4% more bit sparsity compared to
its 16b counterpart. For MobileNet bit sparsity drops by 11%
with 8b quantization.
2) Binarized / 2b Quantization: Secondly, we consider
networks that were quantized to 1b weights and 2b activa-
tions [28]. Since the weights are positive and negative values
of the same magnitude, they always require 1b, and exhibit
0% value- and bit- sparsity. Consequently, we present only
activation measurements. Note that this low precision scheme
does come at a cost of roughly 10% relative loss in accuracy.
Table IV shows the average precision requirements, value- and
bit- sparsity levels for 1b/2b quantized AlexNet, ResNet18 and
VGG, as well as equivalent 16b AlexNet and ResNet18 with
profiled per-layer reduced precisions.
The quantized activations show very low dynamic precision
requirements, almost at the minimal 1b threshold. Naturally,
the relative gain over static precisions is lower compared to the
profiled networks since the activations are already quantized
down to 2b.
While value- and bit-sparsity are noticeably lower compared
to the 16b models — bit-sparsity is rougly 20% less — they
are still surprisingly high.
Finally, the three models exhibit very similar levels of each of
the three properties. For example, all three exhibit bit-sparsity
in the 71% to 74% range.
3) Quantization Summary: This brief analysis confirms that
the properties observed in CNNs apply to quantized networks as
well with similar results. It also shows that there are diminishing
returns as more extreme quanization scheme is selected.
Fig. 8: Bit Sparsity: Weighted average of the number of zero bits for activations and weights.
TABLE III: Comparison of averaged properties in quantized and profiled precision networks. P: Profiled per layer precision




















Q AlexNet 8.00 / 4.08 8.00 / 3.60 0.28 0.57 0.89 0.88
P 8.30 / 3.54 5.10 / 2.86 0.17 0.68 0.85 0.90
Q MobileNet-V1 8.00 / 5.43 8.00 / 4.47 0.11 0.37 0.77 0.79
P 8.80 / 3.55 10.5 / 5.45 0.30 0.40 0.88 0.81
Fig. 9: Bit sparsity per layer of selected networks: Layers are
in topological order. ◦: Convolution layers, 2: fully-connected
layers.
TABLE IV: Comparison of averaged properties in HWGQ
quantized and profiled precision networks. P: Profiled per
layer precision 16b non-quantized models, HWGQ: HWGQ
bit quantized models. The HWGQ networks do not achieve











HWGQ AlexNet 2.00/1.46 0.54 0.72
P 5.10/2.86 0.68 0.90
HWGQ ResNet18 2.00/1.46 0.52 0.71
P 6.33/2.98 0.6 0.90
HWGQ VGG 2.00/1.45 0.56 0.74
E. Work Reduction Potential
Finally, we report the work reduction potential depending
on the type of ineffectual computations targeted in Figure 10.
We consider the following work elimination policies: A: zero
activations, W: zero weights, Ap: Activation static precision,
Wp: Weight per layer Precision, Ad: dynamic precision for
activations, Wd: per value weight precisions, Ab: bit sparsity
for activations, and Wb: bit sparsity for weights. We do not
report the potential for combinations of these properties due to
space limitations. However, the presented measurements suffice
to demonstrate that the potential for improvements is strong
for all models considered.
We find that all policies demonstrate significant potential
for all networks studied, an encouraging result suggesting that
hardware designers have several options on which properties
to exploit to best deliver the desired performance, area, and
energy efficiency characteristics for their target application.
While a practical accelerator design is unlikely to achieve the
full potential of any of these approaches, understanding their
relative potential is useful in informing future acceleration
efforts. Overall, as expected, we find that bit sparsity has the
greatest potential for work reduction.
V. LIMITATIONS
This was a broad survey of neural network properties
intended to identify general trends from some of the popular
neural networks. Many other network architectures exist, and
are yet to be developed. However, this work presents a valuable
analysis of important value properties as they stand today. Even
Fig. 10: Per Property Work Reduction Potential. Log scale.
though a fixed point format is commonly used in hardware
accelerators, floating point is still commonly used, and there
might be other formats that are more suitable in general, or for
specific architectures. The potential performance and memory
savings assume ideal execution and will most likely not be
obtainable in practice. Some of the properties can be amplified
by techniques not explored here. For instance, retraining
networks with reduced precisions can usually regain the lost
accuracy and further reduce the required precisions. Retraining
is thus, most likely to amplify the evaluated opportunities.
Another technique that may influence the properties studied
is quantization. We showed that studied properties persist in a
subset of 8b and low precision quantized networks. However
further investigation is needed to confirm this for different
applications, especially LSTMs. Extreme quantization such
as using binary or ternary activations and/or weights often
requires re-architecting the network to match baseline accuracy.
For this reason quantized models are not as readily available.
Despite the aforementioned limitations this is an important
study that can inform future acceleration design efforts as it
demonstrated that the studied properties persisted over time
and apply on a broader set of neural network models.
VI. CONCLUSION
We have investigated whether certain value related properties
that have previously have been demonstrated for image classi-
fication CNNs persist in a broader class of networks. We have
shown that indeed they persist for newer image classification
networks, quantized networks and for several other types of
networks such as LSTMs, and for a broader set of applications.
The results of this study can inform future acceleration studies
as they demonstrate that the studied properties remain valuable
for a broader set of networks.
We have shown that the required precisions vary considerably.
This result suggests that accelerators that support fine-grain
selection of precision may be desirable. Moreover, we have
shown that the precisions needed are on the average much
smaller than those needed when considering whole layers.
Accordingly, this motivates designs which can take advantage
of precision variability at a much finer granularity than the
layer and those that can detect precisions on the fly. However,
for one LSTM layer using 16b of precision is insufficient.
The straightforward solution would be to adjust the baseline
precision to the necessary 24b. However, it may be possible to
achieve a better area, performance and energy-efficiency trade-
off if future designs target composable units or arithmetic where
the rarely needed high precision computations are decomposed
into several lower precision ones.
We have observed that value sparsity does not naturally
appear in all applications and models. Reducing precision first
helps but in some cases activation and/or weight sparsity remain
marginal. Pruning may be able to boost weight sparsity but
this does not guarantee a boost in activation sparsity.
Bit sparsity appears to be an inherent property of all the
models studied here. Note that bit sparsity does not imply a
small value range. This suggests that exploring accelerators
that exploit bit sparsity is worthwhile for most applications.
Overall, the results of this study are positive in that they
show that precision and sparsity properties of neural networks
seem to persist and remain available for exploitation by future
accelerator designs.
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